It is now time to introduce the corrugated toy tube, which dates back to the early days of TPT as the corrugated singing pipe. 8 Historically the toy has gone by such names as the "whirl-a-tune, " 9 "whirl-a-sound, " "Freeka, " "the Hummer, " 8 T his short paper describes an entertaining class demonstration that blends music and physics using the corrugated whistling toy tube. l First, students are given an introductory foundation to musical intervals and ear-training tricks so that they can recognize the intervals they hear. Then adjacent harmonics are played by whirling the corrugated toy pipe gradually faster and faster to identify the intervals. With very little practice, one can play the first four consecutive harmonics, which happen to be the beginning of the "2001: A Space Odyssey" theme song. A link to a YouTube video of this memorable class demonstration is provided. 2 
Background physics: Harmonics and pleasant intervals
This demonstration should be given after the students have learned about harmonics and approximate integer ratios for intervals in a musical scale. For the harmonics, they should know that the frequency of the nth harmonic is given by
The standard discussion of the harmonics for a string or open pipe leads to this basic frequency formula. Students should also know that string lengths with simple ratios provide for pleasing musical intervals, 3 either played simultaneously or consecutively. The observation of pleasant intervals dates back to Pythagoras when he compared lengths of strings producing consonant pairs of pitches. Today there are a variety of ways to obtain the closest whole-number ratios for the intervals of the major scale shown in Table I . Recent methods include variations of traditional plucking strings, 4 using pipes such as the boomwhacker toy tubes, 5 working with tuning forks, 6 or applying measurements with Fourier analysis. 7 
Relating adjacent harmonics to musical intervals
We relate the first few harmonics to musical intervals using f n = nf 1 and Table I . We provide a basic lesson in ear training since the recognition of intervals by ear plays an important role in the physics demonstration. Everyone knows the major scale: Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Ti, Do. The trick that enables students to recognize intervals is to relate intervals to common songs. Examples of common songs for our intervals Table II . Music intervals and common songs related to each. and the "Voice of the Dragon. " 10 Either the instructor or a student plays the whirl-a-tune so all can hear the first two tones produced. The interval will be a fifth, which means H2 to H3. We skip H1, an observation reported in the literature long ago. 8 But now the students readily conclude this result from their own observation using their knowledge of music and physics. The music is necessary to recognize the interval and the musical observation indicates that the first harmonic has been skipped. If you gently tap the toy tube or blow across one end, you will excite the fundamental H1. 8 But when you twirl it, the singing tones begin with H2. With care, you can proceed to compare H3 with H4. This musical interval is the fourth and the students will recognize "Here Comes the Bride. " Finally, playing H4 then H5 reveals the "Marines' Hymn, " a third. Then comes the bonus. Playing H2-H3-H4-H5 in succession is the beginning of the "2001" movie theme.
Many students will recognize the theme (Richard Strauss's "Also Sprach Zarathustra") from the classic 1968 Stanley Kubrick movie "2001: A Space Odyssey. " With a little practice, you can play consecutively H2, H3, H4, and H5. Students love it. In the accompanying video 2 a student surprisingly twirls the theme in class at her first attempt, amazing everyone.
Conclusion
Our demonstration shows a deep connection between music and physics relating musical intervals to adjacent openpipe harmonics. Furthermore, our little ear-training exercise in music plays an essential role in performing the experiment to determine the adjacent intervals from the whirling pipe. We observe that the four notes of the "2001" movie theme are harmonics H2 through H5 and we can play these on the whirling toy. This demonstration is rich in its interdisciplinarity involving music, physics, and mathematics. You can conclude with a contest to see who can reach the highest harmonic by counting them (2, 3, 4, …) as the tube is twirled faster and faster.
